fair share is clearly Job 1, so a task from Job 1 will be chosen for the empty slot; however, Job 1 has no input data
on Machine 3, meaning that the task will need to transfer
a block of data over the network in order to proceed, incurring additional overhead and causing worse performance.
The question becomes: what should a fair scheduler do in
this situation? Should it sacrifice performance to enforce
fairness, or choose another task with local data and remedy
the fairness imbalance later?
The Hadoop Fair Scheduler (HFS) [7] is an influential example of a cluster framework scheduler that seeks to find this
balance. The HFS was designed with two main goals: Fair
sharing: dividing resources using max-min fair sharing [11]
to achieve statistical multiplexing, and Data locality: placing computations (tasks) near their input data as often as
possible, to maximize system throughput.
To achieve the first goal (fair sharing), a scheduler must
reallocate resources between jobs when the number of jobs
changes; however, a strict implementation of fair sharing
compromises locality, because the job to be scheduled next
according to fairness might not have data on the nodes that
are currently free. To resolve this problem, the HFS relaxes fairness slightly through a simple algorithm called delay scheduling [8], in which a job waits for a fixed amount of
time for additional scheduling opportunities on nodes that
have data for it, if none are available.
The original delay scheduling work [8] reported that a
small amount of waiting is enough to bring locality close to
100% (the chosen default value is three seconds). Since its
inception, delay scheduling has been used in other cluster
framework schedulers, such as Spark, as well as in resource
managers, such as YARN [6] and Mesos [2].
Delay scheduling provides a simple solution for the scenario in Figure 1. Job 1 will simply be delayed for a fixed
interval (and a task from Job 3 scheduled in its place) in
the hopes that data-local slots will open up in the future;
however, delay scheduling assumes that a fixed waiting time
always results in a good probability of achieving data locality, and that it will always benefit task completion time.
In reality, the decision is not so simple, as the frequency of
slot openings, and the penalty incurred from missing data
locality, changes based on a number of factors, including network conditions, input data size, disk i/o usage, and others.
These conditions may change over time, or even during the
execution of a job. As well, with clusters in the public cloud
becoming so common, cluster conditions can change as simultaneous user load changes, or after instances are stopped
and restarted, potentially in a different physical configuration. So, the decision of whether or not to delay (and for how
long) can not be efficiently solved with a fixed, unchanging
delay interval. We propose that an adaptive mechanism is
needed, in order to properly judge and exploit these tradeoffs between fairness and locality, based on feedback from
the system.
In this paper, we present Dynamic Delay Scheduling, a
simple, low-state, adaptive solution for task scheduling in
the cloud, which improves job latency over fixed-interval
delay scheduling. Dynamic Delay Scheduling operates by
using feedback from finished tasks in the system, which report their perceived overhead from remote data reads. Our
scheduler then adapts the delay scheduling interval to be
used to schedule subsequent tasks, using a running average
of the overhead metrics reported as the interval itself. In

this way, our adaptive solution minimizes completion time
by finding the shifting balance between: 1) immediate fairness policy enforcement, and 2) waiting for data locality,
based on the severity of network overhead, for increased performance. This paper contributes an outline of this adaptive
solution. We have also implemented a simple prototype in
Spark. Preliminary experiments demonstrate that an adaptive delay outperforms the current Spark distribution (which
uses a fixed delay scheduling interval) in TPC-H workloads.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following
way. Section 2 presents background on fixed delay scheduling as a concept. Section 3 discusses how fixed delay scheduling is implemented/mapped to real systems. Section 4 defines the terminology and design of Dynamic Delay Scheduling, our simple adaptive scheduling solution. Section 5 describes our lightweight implementation in Apache Spark.
Section 6 demonstrates our evaluation of Dynamic Delay
Scheduling, using our implementation in Spark under several workloads. Finally, Section 7 overviews related work
while Section 8 provides closing remarks, and well as some
future direction for further applying adaptive algorithms to
other facets of task scheduling.

2. DELAY SCHEDULING BACKGROUND
Delay scheduling is a heuristic designed to improve the
data locality of tasks in the context of fairness policy enforcement. We consider a cluster computing setting, where
each application (or job), when submitted, is divided into
many tasks which can be executed in parallel. The main
components involved are: 1) a set of N compute nodes, each
with S slots (one slot can run one task at a time), 2) a set of
J jobs, each with T tasks, and 3) a set of D blocks of data,
distributed across the compute nodes, where each task in a
job operates on one (specific) block.
To constitute fairness, each of the J jobs must have an
equal share of the cluster’s resources. If there are 2 jobs, then
each gets half of the cluster, if there are 3, then a third, etc.
To implement this, a fair scheduler must maintain a sorted
queue of the remaining jobs, based on their current share of
the cluster. The job with the least running tasks (the job
farthest below its fair share of resources) is at the head of
this queue. Let us call this job J priority. Tasks from this
job will take priority over the rest in the queue.
An observation that can be made is that, when a compute
slot opens up on one of the N nodes, there might not be
any data blocks on the node that the tasks of J priority
need. This is called data locality. A task can be considered
to be data local when it is scheduled in a slot on a node
collocated with its data. Fairness enforcement compromises
data locality, because the next job in the scheduler’s queue
(based on fairness priority) might not have data in the next
open slot in the cluster. Tasks that run non-locally must
pull their input data in from across the network, causing an
increase in completion time.
Traditional fixed delay scheduling operates in the following way: if J priority does not have any data blocks it needs
in the slot currently being considered, it will be temporarily
skipped, and a task from a job further down the queue (a
lower priority job) will be scheduled instead. J priority will
remain at the head of the queue (because it is still farthest
below its fair share). J priority will thus be the highest priority job for the next slot that opens up, which hopefully will
have data it needs. After a finite number of failed scheduling
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attempts (skips), J priority will be scheduled in the next
open slot regardless of locality. The maximum number of
skips is usually determined by the number of scheduling attempts that occur within a certain interval of time (a few
seconds). We can call this interval of time the delay interval.
The argument behind why fixed delay scheduling is acceptable is a probabilistic one [8]. Assuming that slots free
up frequently, the chance that an open slot will not overlap
with a job’s input data decreases exponentially. This chance
is further decreased by block replication in distributed file
systems (like HDFS), each of which can serve data for a
task; however, this probabilistic approach relies on both a)
an equal probability of slots opening up on each machine
across the cluster, and b) a constant slot opening frequency.
If the frequency were to change (for example, if network
conditions were to worsen and currently running tasks were
to take longer to complete), then the chance of achieving
locality during the same fixed interval decreases. As well,
variance in job profiles can lead to skewed probabilities of
slot openings from machine to machine (some tasks take
longer than others, some jobs have data on only a subset of
machines, etc.).

vide hierarchical fixed delay scheduling. A delay interval can
be specified for node-local, rack-local, or even datacenterlocal scheduling. If the delay interval expires for a job, it
will fall back into the next tier (e.g. from node to rack local). The job will delay there (for perhaps a different period
of time than the previous interval) for slots with the relaxed
locality condition of that tier (slots within the same rack,
for example).

4. DYNAMIC DELAY SCHEDULING
4.1

Beyond Constant Delays

The frameworks described above use a fixed delay interval, which remains the same throughout an entire job. Our
observation is that there is a calculable tipping point after
which waiting/skipping is no longer beneficial. Generally,
we can define the total running time of a task t as:
t total = t compute + t netOH + sch delay
where t compute is the local computation time of the task,
t netOH is the network latency incurred from data transfer
(this is zero if the task is scheduled locally), and sch delay is
the amount of time t is delayed (skipped) to wait for locality,
from the moment t is first considered for scheduling.
Ideally, we want to minimize the task completion time
of all tasks within a given job, while also providing some
guarantee as to the maximum latency introduced by the
scheduler itself through delay scheduling. The goal of delay
scheduling is to remove t netOH by scheduling a task locally,
but if the task is delayed longer than this t netOH, then
it would have actually been more efficient in hindsight (in
terms of task completion time) to immediately schedule the
task in the first open slot that was considered. Conversely,
if the delay interval is too short, then the task could potentially miss scheduling opportunities with locality, which
would result in a shorter completion time than scheduling
without locality.
Dynamic Delay Scheduling improves upon fixed delay scheduling by dynamically adapting the maximum sch delay equal
to t netOH on a per-task basis. This allows for the longest
waiting time for data-local slots while limiting the worst
case task running time to t compute + (2 * t netOH). In
this way, the delay interval will adapt to the severity of the
network overhead. If t netOH is low, then locality is less of
a concern and the scheduler can shorten the time it delays.
If t netOH becomes high, then the scheduler increases the
time that it waits, as locality is more important in poorer
network conditions; however, this means that the network
overhead incurred by running tasks needs to be monitored
and reported to the scheduler over time, in order to adapt to
changing network conditions and potentially heterogeneous
data block sizes.

3. FIXED DELAY SCHEDULING IN CLUSTER FRAMEWORKS
In real systems, fixed delay scheduling is usually implemented using a preset delay interval (as a unit of time, in
milliseconds), and timestamps, the first of which is taken the
first time a job is considered for scheduling (whether a task
is actually scheduled or not). This timestamp is checked
whenever a slot opens. If the slot is on a machine without
input data for a job, then tasks from that job may only be
scheduled there if the time between the current time and
the timestamp is greater than whatever the fixed delay interval is. If the slot does have input data for the job, then
tasks can be scheduled no matter the timestamp. Regardless of how/why a task was scheduled for a job, once a task
is scheduled then the timestamp is reset, and the process
begins again. Thus, this approach requires very little extra state: one additional field for each job that is currently
in progress. For the purposes of this paper, we will be focusing on how fixed delay scheduling operates in Apache
Spark (detailed below), but the principles and implementations are the same in other systems, such as Hadoop, YARN,
and Mesos.
Apache Spark [9] is a general execution engine for distributed “Big Data” processing, similar to Hadoop, that breaks
jobs into stages of tasks, and uses fixed delay scheduling to
improve data locality when launching these tasks. Spark
provides many advantages, such as an abstraction for representing distributed datasets (Resilient Distributed Datasets,
or RDDs). These RDDs, which represent data either on disk
(in Hadoop Distributed File System, or HDFS) or in memory, are divided into partitions across worker processes called
executors in the cluster. Each executor has a finite number
of slots (usually equal to the number of CPU cores available)
with which to run tasks. The Spark scheduler, which resides
in a centralized driver process, uses fixed delay scheduling to
provide greater data locality when scheduling tasks into slots
that become open. The fixed delay interval (the maximum
waiting time) is set statically in a configuration file.
Spark (and the other systems mentioned above) also pro-

4.2

An Adaptive Solution Using Task Feedback

The network overhead incurred by missing data locality
depends on many factors, including network traffic, the distance of a task from its data, and the input data size. These
factors vary from job to job, and some (like network traffic) can change during the job execution itself. In order to
adapt the delay scheduling interval to changing conditions,
we have designed a simple feedback mechanism, in which
each task reports the network overhead it experienced upon
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completion (t netOH, for a task t). This metric is sent to
a centralized fair scheduler, which then changes its delay
scheduling interval using a running average of feedback from
completed tasks. This new delay scheduling interval is then
used when scheduling subsequent tasks of the same type.
The feedback metric itself (t netOH ) can be any time measurement which reflects the network overhead incurred by a
task. In the case of Dynamic Delay Scheduling, we are considering tasks which read data from distributed file systems,
so the t netOH for each task is the amount of time spent
reading data blocks remotely; however, any arbitrary type
of task, which has some way of measuring its own overhead,
could set this as well and benefit from the adaptation.
Figure 2: 1GB Spark Sort - Job Completion Time (s) vs. Delay
Type

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Delay Scheduling
1 Initialization:
2 delay interval ← default (3 seconds)
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diately be scheduled up to its fair share if the delay interval
expires.
It is worth noting that there is nothing preventing this
adaptive solution from also being hierarchical, as many frameworks desire/implement separate delay intervals for nodelocal or rack-local scheduling.

Upon receiving task t completion event:
delay interval ← (delay interval + t netOH) / 2
Scheduling Procedure:
for each open slot s on a node n in N do
sort J in increasing order of currently running tasks
for j in J do
if j has just launched a task then
j.wait begin = current time
end
if a task t in j has data on s’s node n then
launch t in s
else
if a task t in j is unlaunched then
if current time - j.wait begin >
delay interval then
launch t in slot s
else
continue
end
end
end
end
end

5. IMPLEMENTATION IN SPARK
We implemented Dynamic Delay Scheduling in Spark, for
tasks which read data from HDFS as input. Our implementation consists of about 100 lines of Scala code, which modify the already-existing fixed delay scheduling mechanisms
as well as store a small bit of extra state.
The t netOH for each task is implemented as a new field in
each TaskContext, called netOH. To compute the overhead,
we have inserted a wrapper for the HDFS RecordReader,
which sums reading time. When a task completes, it will
set netOH to this sum, and then send it back to the Spark
scheduler via the event bus that drives the system. While we
have focused our implementation on “map-like” tasks which
read from HDFS (which have predictable behavior), any arbitrary task could monitor its own overhead and set this
field before closing.
The Spark Scheduler, when it sees a TaskCompleted event,
will pull off that task’s netOH and average it into a global
delay interval that is used for all tasks in the same “stage”
(stages are groups of tasks which do the same thing). Then,
when a slot opens up in the cluster, the most recent delay interval will be used in place of the delay interval fetched
from the spark-defaults.conf file.
Finally, we note that our implementation is simple enough
to be adapted to other frameworks that use delay scheduling as well, as most systems (such as Hadoop) also have
events/messages that inform the scheduler with information
about finished tasks.

Algorithm 1 describes our adaptive solution in detail, in
a cluster with N nodes and J jobs. The algorithm consists
of two parts: firstly, when tasks complete, the delay interval will be changed to reflect recent overhead measurements
(line 5 of Algorithm 1). The delay interval adapts relatively
quickly (the average of the last few readings), since feedback
can only be received when tasks complete. For workloads in
which tasks complete very often, the window for the average
can be broadened. Secondly, this new delay interval is used
when scheduling the next task (lines 7-26). The scheduler
will choose the highest priority job, and check to see if it
has data on the machine that is free. If it does, then we can
launch a task locally. If it does not, then a check is done to
determine if we are allowed to launch a task without locality. If the job has been waiting longer than the current delay
interval (line 18), then we can launch a task. Otherwise, we
skip this job (i.e. continue waiting) and continue on to the
next job. Regarding fairness, each job only delays as long as
the network overhead that would be experienced normally,
and the decrease in job latency makes any temporary fairness imbalance insubstantial. Since a delayed job stays at
the head of the scheduling queue while waiting, it will imme-

6. EVALUATION
In order to test the efficiency of Dynamic Delay Scheduling, we have designed several tests, on both a small and a
large scale, using our implementation in Spark, with fair
scheduling enabled. The goal of these experiments is to
demonstrate that an adaptive delay interval provides decreased job latency in a variety of cluster setups and workloads.
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Figure 3: 110GB Spark TPC-H Queries - Job Completion Time (s) vs. Delay Type

6.1

Evaluation Setup

performs slightly better, because the delay interval shrinks
based on the feedback from the first round of tasks, although
the job is still too small for there to be the kind of resource
contention that would result in larger speedups. This experiment simply demonstrates that an incorrect fixed delay
interval can actually hurt the performance of a job, rather
than improve it.

Our small-scale tests were performed on a four node local
cluster, with four task slots (four 1.6 GHz cores for Spark
tasks) per machine. All four nodes were connected through a
Gigabit Ethernet switch. The workload chosen for the smallscale test was an integer sort, on 1GB of input data spread
across HDFS. The main goal behind the small-scale setup is
to evaluate our algorithm in a controlled environment with
stable network conditions. To provide data locality concerns, input data was placed on two nodes, so as to ensure
both data-local and non-local slots for task placement.
In order to have a more realistic evaluation, our large-scale
experiments were performed on a 16 node cluster on Amazon EC2, using m3.xlarge instances. The workload chosen
for this experiment was a TPC-H benchmark, which performs queries reading from multiple databases in HDFS, of
size ranging from several megabytes to 80 gigabytes (for a
total of 110GB of input data). We chose this particular
benchmark because each query consists of a mixture of large
and small stages which read from and process these tables
in parallel. This causes contention for resources in the cluster, creating situations in which locality and fairness clash.
This benchmark also represents a workload in which fairness is likely to be desired. Without fair sharing, stages
which read from small tables would be significantly delayed
by longer-running stages operating on larger data sets. In
our experiments, queries 11, 12, and 22 failed to terminate
in any configuration (perhaps due to bugs in the query implementation), and have been omitted from the figure. All
numbers, from both small and large scale, are the average
of 3 runs.

6.2

6.3

Large Scale Results

The results of our large-scale TPC-H tests are shown in
Figure 3, with the same three delay setups (no delay, fixed
3 seconds, and dynamic). In every query tested, Dynamic
Delay Scheduling had lower job latency than the default
fixed delay, by roughly 10% per query. With these being
large workloads with hundreds of tasks, there is a great deal
of contention for slots amongst all running stages, creating
both more accurate feedback over time and more opportunities for delay scheduling to benefit job latency. We note
that the benefit is largest in the longer queries, where there
are both large and small stages competing for slots. In the
shorter queries, we can see that a dynamic delay at least
does not add any overhead, as the default delay does in
queries Q2, Q13, and Q16. This shows that Dynamic Delay
Scheduling can lower job latency by both a) removing excess
waiting time in small jobs, and by b) improving fairness vs.
performance decisions in jobs with high resource contention.

7. RELATED WORK
In the domain of job scheduling in data analytics frameworks like Spark, delay scheduling [8] has been suggested
as the reasonable strategy for achieving fair sharing for jobs
and data locality for tasks. Some schedulers (like Hadoop
YARN’s [6] Fair Scheduler) have begun implementing fixed
delay scheduling as a skipcount proportional to the size (in
number of nodes) of the compute cluster. This approach
adapts the interval to the size of the cluster, but not to
the usage or load of the cluster in real time. Additionally,
YARN considers coarse-grained resource allocations for entire frameworks, as opposed to the finer-grained tasks we
consider.
Sparrow [4] is a distributed task scheduler, which focuses
on a particular set of high-frequency, interactive workloads.
Sparrow features distributed, stateless scheduling and randomized load balancing of tasks to reduce job latency; however, its completely distributed nature makes enforcing fairness policies challenging, and its benefits decrease as work-

Small Scale Results

The results of our small-scale experiments are shown in
Figure 2. We chose sorting because sorting is an IO-bound
job, meaning that the effects of delay scheduling (increasing data locality) are more important to overall job performance. We performed the sort first with no delay at all,
then with the default fixed 3 second delay, and then with
dynamic delay scheduling enabled. The default of 3 seconds causes a slight increase in completion time (versus no
delay). Given that network conditions were very good between the nodes in the cluster (all were connected to the
same switch), having a fixed delay value of 3 seconds causes
increased overhead, because the network overhead of missing
locality is far shorter than 3 seconds. Our adaptive solution
5

loads stray from the interactive scale. Our goal, on the other
hand, is to provide lower job latency for a diversity of workloads, through simple adaptative techniques.
There is also an extensive amount of work on scheduling
for custom cluster-management frameworks that attempt to
minimize task completion times. Quincy [3] is a scheduling system which explores the tradeoffs of various types of
fairness policy enforcement, in the presence of data locality concerns. In particular, Quincy focuses on the use of
preemption, to enforce either fairness or locality based on
a computed optimal schedule. One caveat to this approach
is that computing/recalculating a complete schedule causes
increased overhead to making scheduling decisions. Our solution seeks to improve scheduling with very little extra overhead or state, keeping decisions fast. Microsoft Apollo [1]
is a scheduling framework which uses distributed, loosely
synchronized schedulers to opportunistically schedule tasks,
correcting conflicts should they arise. Apollo features a service which advertises load to schedulers to facilitate better
scheduling decisions. Unlike our system, Apollo’s architecture has tight integration between resource management and
job/task scheduling. We consider systems that schedule between/within jobs, which have to efficiently use resources
already acquired and shared amongst running jobs. Both
Quincy and Apollo require a large amount of extra state
(services that monitor load in real time, solvers to compute/recompute schedules, etc.). We hope to introduce a
lightweight adaptive solution that can be applied to existing
systems without the need for strenuous additional state.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Delay scheduling has long been accepted as a de facto
solution for achieving higher data locality (and assumedly
better performance) in cluster framework schedulers that
enforce fairness. We show that delay scheduling, using a
fixed delay interval, is inefficient, and can be improved by
adapting the delay interval on-the-fly, based on the overhead experienced by completed tasks. An adaptive solution
allows delay scheduling to find a proper balance between
fairness and performance, based on changing network conditions, job profiles, and cluster usage. We present Dynamic
Delay Scheduling as a simple proof of concept that adaptive
scheduling in these systems can provide benefits with minimal state.
Regarding future work, there are other areas where adaptivity looks promising in the realm of delay scheduling. For
example, the frequency with which tasks complete is major
contributor to the probability that delay scheduling will actually provide locality, and could potentially be used as another adaptive improvement. Other feedback metrics (such
as task completion time) hold promise for improvements/heuristics as well. We plan to evaluate these adaptive approaches
with other varied workloads, such as TPC-DS. Another promising direction is the analysis of the applicability of this adaptivity to stream processing frameworks, such as Spark Streaming [10].
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